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letter From 
the executive director

I’M EXCITED to introduce to you the new look of the FarmFolk CityFolk 
Magazine! And, for those attending our annual fundraiser and local food 
celebration Feast of Fields, we’re also introducing a new look to our event 
program, which – for the first time –is being folded into the magazine.

Over the past seven years we’ve brought the story of local, sustainable 
food and agriculture to our readers and we’re excited to continue that 
tradition with this new look and format. For our Feast of Fields guests 
you’ll have access to great stories about the farmers and artisans that 
bring that delicious food to your table. You’ll find updates on how your 
donation or support of Feast of Fields, is helping further FarmFolk 
CityFolk’s non-profit work to support sustainable agriculture and 
celebrate local food in BC. 

Inside this issue you will read about farmer and backyard gardeners 
working to increase the production of ecologically grown seed and 
to preserve the biodiversity of Canadian grown seed. You’ll read two 
great stories about embracing local foods and about dirty vegetables – 
synthetic fertilizer and pesticide use impacting our water, our ecosystems 
and our farmers. You’ll read about our growing network of new and young 
farmers and our work to conserve BC’s valuable farmland through the 
creation of the new Foodlands Cooperative of BC.

FarmFolk CityFolk is a not-for-profit organization that depends on private 
donations from folks like you, donations from the generous chefs and 
food artisans that give to Feast of Fields, and businesses and granters 
that support our work. If you find our work valuable I encourage you to 
support it in any way you can, and to share this magazine with a friend that 
loves local food as much as you do do.

Enjoy.

Nicholas Scapillati
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I’ll make a monthly donation. I authorize FarmFolk CityFolk  
to automatically debit my credit card each month  q
$10 q		 $15 q		 $25 q		 		$          /mo. q
I’ll make a one time donation by credit card or cheque  q

MAIL TO: 1661 Duranleau Street, Suite 203  Vancouver, BC  V6H 3S3
Or make your donation online at www.farmfolkcityfolk.ca
Charitable registration #892231572RR0001. Your information is NEVER sold, lent or traded.

CARD NO.                               EXPIRY DATE (MM/YY)

NAME                                                        SIGNATURE

ADDRESS                                                       CITY

PROVINCE                                                    POSTAL CODE

PHONE                                                              EMAIL

SIGN ME UP TO SUPPORT LOCAL FOOD          
AND SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
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Bc SEeD tRIaLS

2016 WAS THE FOURTH YEAR of the Bauta Family Initiative on  
  Canadian Seed Security at FarmFolk CityFolk. This program is focused 

on helping local seed growers scale up seed production to increase the 
quantity, quality, and diversity of ecological and organic seed.

BC Seeds launched several new programs and events this year including 
the BC Seed Trials, Good Grains, and the Golden Beet Tasting. 2016 was 
the first year of the BC Seed Trials in collaboration with UBC Farm. The 
project worked with 12 farms throughout the province to conduct variety 
trials to identify vegetable varieties suitable for growing to seed here in 
BC. Crop reports for lacinato kale, golden and chioggia beets, and fall 
spinach can be found at bcseedtrials.ca.

The goal of the BC Seed Trials is to contribute to resilient agri-food 
systems in British Columbia through participatory research, which engages 
farmers in producing knowledge relevant to seed systems development.

On-farm variety trials can help test varieties under ‘real world’ conditions 
and across a wide range of environments. However, farmers often lack the 
time or space to grow large trials. Mother-baby trials pair smaller trials on 
working farms (“baby” sites) with a larger trial at one “mother site”.  
While just a single plot of each variety will be planted at each participating 
farm, the trials at the UBC Farm and Totem Field (mother sites) will include 
three plots of each variety laid out in a randomized design. 

The objective of the participatory variety trials is to identify potential new 
varieties for seed production in BC by evaluating market characteristics, 
agronomic performance, seed yield, and adaptation to BC production 
regions and systems. Two types of field research are included in this 
project: 1) quality testing of BC-grown seeds through lab evaluations and 
seed grow-outs at the UBC Farm research facility, and 2) in three to five 
key crops, “mother-baby” trials to evaluate new and existing varieties for 
regional adaptation and seed crop potential. 

Kayleigh Barton, of Heavenly Roots Farm, is one of the participants in 
the BC Seed Trials. Her involvement with seed saving was somewhat 
accidental when she agreed to organize the Seedy Saturday event on Salt 
Spring Island. The event put her in touch with other seed growers and seed 
resources. In 2016 she signed up for FarmFolk CityFolk’s Seed Mentorship 
Program and took a seed production workshop at the Organic Seed 
Alliance Conference in Oregon and some seed breeding workshops over 
the next year. 

BY CHRIS THOREAU

After these experiences, Kayleigh and her partner Ben began to think 
seriously about seed growing. “We wanted to supply our own seed needs. 
We thought it would be great to cut the seed bill out of our life or at least 
cut it in half,” she says. “One reason we really liked about growing seed is 
that it’s nice to have a big huge bag of seed in case something goes wrong 
– you can just re-seed right away. I’m just loving that. Having it on hand is 
really great.”

A central part of the seed trials project is observation and evaluation 
through all the stages of a seed crop. Kayleigh notes that, “Our 
responsibility is to evaluate as we go through the season. I count the 
number of seeds I start with and then count the seedlings that come up 
so we get a germination count. We also evaluate the seedlings based on 
what they look like - are they tall, are they whimpy. With the beets we’re 
looking at insect and disease damage. 
We’ll be looking at other qualities that 
would be valuable to market gardeners 
- can they withstand frost, do they store 
well.” The skills and habits she’s learning 
through the trialing process are proving 
to be valuable in her market garden 
practices as well. She observes that, “My 
challenges with growing seed was with 
the organization and logistics of it while 
operating the market garden. It was a 
big challenge to get crops planted on 
the right dates, to get the isolations done properly, ensuring our market 
crops aren’t going to flower and crossing with the seed crops. It’s good to 
have the experience of doing all those observations and record keeping in 
a more regimented way.” Even though the project can be a bit daunting at 
times, Kayleigh says it’s “Super fun” and she gained a lot of confidence in 
her seed growing ability. “We’re in our third year and we’ve been doing a 
little bit more every year. It really makes a difference in how calm you feel 
when you’ve got a record that you can look back on and remember what 
you did. Crop rotations can be a bit of an organizational nightmare at the 
best of times. This process has really helped.”

The 2016 program laid a great foundation for the 2017 program, which will 
continue to offer a variety of programs while furthering the Citizen Seed 
Trials and seed market research. FarmFolk CityFolk will host the third BC 
Seed Gathering in 2017 which will bring together seed growers from all 
over BC. Check us out at bcseedtrials.ca.

On-farm vAriety 
trials help test 
varieties under 
real-World 
Conditions. 
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FORTY YEARS AGO Fraser Common Farm Cooperative purchased 10  
 acres of land in the Fraser Valley for $70,000. It wasn’t difficult for a 

small group of people to put their hands in their pocket and come up with a 
down payment. In 2016, when we bought the adjacent 10 acres it was “worth” 
$400,000. On the real estate market today BC land sells for an average of 
$151,000 an acre. Land in the Fraser Valley for sells for much more.

If Fraser Common Farm were on the market today, the buyer would likely 
be someone wanting to build a large estate house on it (whether they 
wanted to live in it or not) or farmers wanting to expand their chicken 
barns. A “Young Agrarian”, starting out in farming, cannot afford such 
expensive land. 

But Fraser Common Farm, home to inland salmon, wild greens, berries, 
herbs, flowers and medicinals, is not for sale and never will be. Glorious 
Organics, a worker coop, will continue in perpetuity to plant in the rocky 
glacial soil in amongst the wooded areas and provide food to restaurants, 
farmers markets and a CSA – a weekly veggie box program – to their 
urban customers. As older farmers, like myself, are less able to do the hard 
physical work, younger ones transition into our roles.

Fraser Common Farm is one of many farms in a network of “Community 
Farms” throughout BC that are, in some form, owned by community 
groups as community assets. In supporting these farms for the past 
decade, FarmFolk CityFolk and UBC Centre for Sustainable Food Systems 
recognize there is a land crisis in BC. They have formed a land trust, the 
Foodlands Cooperative of BC, to accept land, hold it in trust, and lease it 
out to community groups to manage. This effectively takes the land out 
of the highly speculative real estate market and puts in back into “the 
commons” to provide food for the community in perpetuity.

To demonstrate how this works, FarmFolk CityFolk, on September 26, 2016 
acquired the Lohbrunner Farm, in Langford, BC from The Land Conservancy 
(TLC), and signed a 29-year lease with the Lohbrunner Community Farm 
Cooperative to manage it. The founding members of the cooperative were a 
group of volunteers who had been farming the land for five years. 

Through the Young Agrarians network, they chose a young farmer, Ariella 
Falkowski (Sweet Acres Farm) as their first leasee. Ariella joined the coop 
and moved into the farmhouse. Ariela is excited to finally get a piece of 
land of her own. “I had a small project on the farm I worked on last year. 
It was fun, it was small, it was a good experience, but this will be my first 

real farm,” she says. She’s already experienced both the challenges and 
rewards of farming. “The first farm I actually worked on was Madrona 
Farm. I’d be picking spinach and beans for like 4 hours and also did a big 
variety of farm tasks.” It was challenging and exhausting but she loved 
it. “I worked at the farm stand and got to meet a lot of the customers 
and to see how grateful they were for the food. I enjoyed it; it felt 
important.” She’s leasing 2 acres of cultivated land, anticipating being in 
full production by 2018.

Another leasee is Diana Brubaker, one of the original farmer/volunteers. 
Once Diana could be assured of long-term tenure, she took early 
retirement from her job as an occupational therapist and started Vitality 
Farms, a new farming enterprise on Lohbrunner. She is working with 
Rowan Breseau, the teacher/chef at Royal Bay School’s culinary program, 
who brought his students to the farm this spring to plant potatoes, sow 
seedlings, and learn about compost. They will be returning to help harvest 
the crops to serve in the school cafeteria when school starts up in the 

fall. Diana says “I am most excited about 
giving young folks an opportunity to get 
their hands in the soil and experience 
what it means to look after the land, 
put food on their table, and support the 
future by learning what the environment 
has to teach them by having their own 
personal meaningful experiences. I 

so look forward to working with the Cooperative, who to this point has 
accomplished so much to uphold Norma Lohbrunner’s vision of her land 
for the future good of the animals and birds, and the productivity of the 
farmland she and Joseph cherished. 

Using Lobhrunner as a “test case” the Foodlands Cooperative of BC has 
reached out to other landowners. Like Norma Lohbrunner, who donated 
her land, there are farmers choosing to put their land into trust for the 
next generation of food providers. Their hard work is recognized and their 
farms continue long after they have passed away. One such farmer is Sue 
Haley. Not having children to leave the land to and not needing to sell it to 
fund her retirement, Sue, by gifting Ceres Circle Farm to the trust, assures 
it will never be sold for development. Ceres Circle farm, a 36.8-acre sheep 
farm in Kelowna, complete with infrastructure, a provincially approved 
abattoir, and store will be managed by the community to provide food 
security for generations to come.

BY HEATHER PRITCHARD

Foodland Trust: 
                      Community Farms

BC land sells for 
an Average of 
$151,000 an acre.



51%
OF FOOD WASTE

IN CANADA 
IS WASTED 
AT HOME

THAT’S ENOUGH TO FEED THE WORLD’S
ONE BILLION HUNGRY 3 TIMES OVER

1.3 BILLION TONNES OF 
FOOD PRODUCED 
WORLD WIDE
IS NEVER EATEN

26x 
MORE POWERFUL

THAN CO2

FOODWASTE 
SENT TO LANDFILLS 

GENERATES METHANE, 
A GREEN HOUSE GAS

WHAT YOU CAN DO
PLAN 
SHOPPING 
TRIPS

BUY ONLY 
WHAT 
YOU EAT

COMPOST

LEGEND     Counter         Fridge                 Freezer

WHAT’S YOUR FOODPRINT?

THAT’S THE SAME AMOUNT OF 
WATER THAT POURS OVER 

NIAGARA FALLS AFTER 4 DAYS
1,400,000,000,000

(trillion)
litres of water a year
used on crops that

never make it to retail

BEST BEFORE REDUCE YOUR FOODPRINT

$
worth of food is wasted annually in Canada

27 BILLION$
Canadian families could save up to$1500 a year by reducing food waste

WHEN FOOD 
IS WASTED, RESOURCES 

ARE WASTED TOO

GROW,
HARVEST

PACKAGE

SHIP PREPARE

VISIT FARMFOLKCITYFOLK.CA/FOODPRINT FOR MORE INFORMATION

Use your best judgment when using stored food. If you are unsure, compost it.
Freezer storage times are for quality only. Do not use food products past expiry date.

Canadians 
waste an 

average 172 kg of 
food per year!

B+ Time food is safe beyond the Best Before date
/O Opened. Transfer food to another container for storage.    
/U Unopened
/R When ripe

MEAT & DAIRY DAYS WEEKS MONTHS
Bacon  1 1
Beef, ground, stewing meat, liver 2  4
Beef, Steaks, Roasts 5  12
Butter, salted & Margarine   1-3    6-9
Cheese, hard   1-2
Chicken, Turkey 2  9
Cottage cheese, Ricotta 5-7  2-8
Cream Cheese, Chevre & Soft Cheeses  B+ 2
Cream, Half & Half 4  4
Eggs, hard boiled & in shell  1
Eggs, raw & in shell  B+ 3
Lamb, chops 2-3  9
Milk, fresh  B+ 1 B+ 3
Sausage; raw chicken, turkey, pork, beef 1-2  1-2
Sour Cream  B+ 1-3
Tofu 1 4

FRUITS DAYS WEEKS MONTHS 
Apples  4 8-12
Avacados, once they’re ripe 2-3/R  8-12/R
Bananas, Plantain, Papayas, Mangos 1-3  8/R
Berries and cherries 2-3  8-12
Citrus fruit  3 8-12
Grapes 5  10-12
Melons  1 8-12
Peaches, nectarines 1-3  8-12
Pears & Plums 3-5/R  8-12

VEGETABLES DAYS WEEKS MONTHS
Artichokes 3
Asparagus & Beans: green and waxed 3  8-12
Beets, Carrots, Cabbages, Celery  1-2 8-12
Broccoli & Brussels sprouts 3-5  8-12
Cauliflower  1 8-12
Cucumber  1
Lettuce, Salad Greens, Green Onions 3-5
Mushrooms 1-3  8-12
Onions, cooking (in cool, dark cupboard)  3
Peas 3-5  8-12
Peppers, green, red, yellow, orange  1
Radishes  1-2
Spinach, other Greens & Squash, summer 3-5  8-12
Squash, winter   12
Tomatoes, freeze when ripe 4-6  3/R  3
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Why Eat

IT’S IRONIC that up until about one hundred years ago, most of what    
 we ate was local food. All that changed in the post World War II world 

where it was critically important to move large amounts of food over 
long distances to feed millions of displaced people. Having developed this 
massive infrastructure, the domestic food system changed dramatically. 
By the 1960s supermarkets selling canned and processed goods dominated 
the food landscape and ever-larger farms grew massive amounts of 
essential crops using new industrial chemicals.

The recovery has been slow. When we first started thinking about forming 
FarmFolk CityFolk in the early 90s there were no public farmers markets 
in Vancouver. Supermarkets weren’t interested in dealing with local 
producers. Most restaurants set their menus yearly and didn’t want to 
deal with unpredictable seasonal products. Most people hadn’t heard of 
kale or knew how to cook with it. Now southwestern British Columbia 
one of the most dynamic food cultures on the planet. Seafood and wild 
foods complement an array of small farms and local producers. Chef Chris 
Whittaker loves it here. “When you think of everything in the world, BC is 
the home of so many amazing local products that are desired by the rest 
of the world: pine mushrooms, halibut, salmon, spot prawns, our produce 
is incredible. our apples are amazing,” he says. “We have the best products 
in the world. To be a chef here is incredible.” It’s no accident that all the 
world’s great restaurant cultures are in areas where there is strong local 
food production. With cultural influences from Pacific Rim countries and 
a strong agricultural sector, Whittaker thinks his menu has to push the 
edges. “When you look at Vancouver as being a world class city and on the 
culinary stage, people come here because they want an experience. They 
don’t want that same recycled Salmon with Wasabi butter sauce. They want 
to see an exciting element of what BC has to offer. They want something 
unique.” For his restaurants Timber and Forage, Whittaker literally has 
poeple that go out and forage for wild food to provide a deeply regional 
flavor and texture to his menus.

Chef Andrea Carlson has worked in many of Vancouver’s top restaurants 
before opening her own Burdock & Co. Over the years she’s developed 
strong connections with local growers and producers to make her menus 
regionally specific. “The direct relationship to local producers allows for so 
much more opportunity when you’re writing menus,” she says. “You know 
that something cool is going to be happening next week. That’s where the 
inspiration comes from. We don’t need to import lobster or langoustines 
from wherever. We’ve got great food right here.”

Our global food system is particularly troubling in that it keeps the mess – 
the chemical pollution and environmental degradation, the negative  
health effects, the less-than-ethical labour practices – at a distance.  
If our food choices are causing environmental degradation, don’t we have 
a responsibility to change them? Whittaker brings this awareness right 
into his kitchen and instills it in his staff. “When I think about sustainability, 
I think about succession planning. The next generation needs to learn 
about these things now. Even though the big suppliers are pushing their 
own ‘local food’ programs the food is still anonymous. We don’t how it’s 
produced, whether in being produced in a greenhouse or by monocultures 
and land mining.”

While it would be easier to run a restaurant by simply buying from 
wholesalers, that would also make it easy to ignore the larger issues facing 
our food system. Carlson is quick to point out that it’s the farmers who 
taught her a lot about food politics. “There have been some growers who 
have really done a lot of outreach to chefs and that has been inspirational. 
Without Glorious Organics back in the 80s I wouldn’t have known about 
Monsanto. Farmers are pretty key in 
a lot of our understanding of what’s 
going on in the bigger picture of 
food politics.” Shopping locally and 
directly supporting local producers 
is one of the best things we can 
do to ensure a strong local food 
system. “Fundamentally, it all comes 
down to food security. We’re at a point right now where we can see the 
ramifications of a global economy - the shipping, the economic instability 
– it’s increasingly important to have our own food supply.”

Many people have concerns about health and food additives, ethical 
treatment of farm workers and farm animals, and the environment 
practices of agribusiness corporations. To this end it’s important to note 
that it is the customer that decides and ultimately votes with their dollars 
– purchasing according to taste but also addressing other concerns. 
The good news is that it is becoming clear that small-scale farms and 
sustainable practices are part of the solution to a number of problems 
facing our food system. The United Nations’ Farming Report “Wake Up 
Before It’s Too Late” concludes that major changes are needed in our food, 
agriculture and trade systems, and recommended a shift toward local, 
small-scale farmers and food systems. It went further to state that organic 
methods and small-scale farming is the answer for “feeding the world,” not 
GMOs and monocultures. So, perhpas even more ironically, it’s not about 
sustaining a local food system – it’s about restoring one.

BY MICHAEL MARRAPESE
 Local Food

One hundred years 
ago, most of What we 
ate was local food.
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DIRTY vegetables

A COOL GRAY JUNE DAY. I stood on a beach in Malibu beside a  
  man named Mati Waiya. Two months into my California summer, my 

editor had given me this feature assignment for the monthly local lifestyle 
magazine. Mati Waiya had recently been named the Ventura Coastkeeper, 
the first Native American to hold a position as part of the Waterkeeper 
Alliance, a coalition of non-profits dedicated to protecting and preserving 
global waterways. He organized local volunteers and scientists to protect 
Ventura County’s waterways by monitoring water quality, prosecuting 
polluters, and holding educational programs. Waiya had asked me to meet 
him at Nicholas Canyon Beach to show me the Chumash discovery village 
his foundation had constructed there, to explain the connection between 
his tribe’s land ethic and his new responsibilities to the ocean. 

When we wandered across the road to the bare strip of beach leading 
up to the ocean, the sky was heavy, wet, pocked with gulls. I asked Waiya 
what his organization’s biggest issues were—the most serious threats to 
the waterways that were his to safeguard. He told me agriculture. I must 
have looked puzzled, because he asked me, “You don’t know about the 
strawberries?” 

Waiya described lush, plump strawberries as if they were a miracle, his 
large hands in the air in front of our faces plucking a ripe crop. He shook 
his head, long braid waving behind him, as he described the people who 
walked between the strawberry rows using backpack sprayers to fumigate 
the crops with methyl bromide. The synthetic fertilizers and the residual 
pesticide toxins run off the soil in heavy rains, the storm water drifting 
into streams and rivers and eventually the ocean. Ventura County, he 
told me, ranked fourth in the state—the biggest agricultural producer in 
the country—for its use of these chemicals, which he called “agritoxins.” 
Eventually, the chemicals found their way into the bodies of fish, into 
the drinking water, worming back up the food chain, poisoning land and 
people. They were linked to cancer and other dangerous side effect words: 
“immunotoxicity,” “neurological impairment,” “fauna morphology.” 

The chemicals weren’t only found in the area’s food, which was sold all over 
the country. The people most at risk were those handling the backpack 
sprayers full of chemicals, the farmworkers, mostly immigrants and migrant 
workers. Cancer rates in California were highest among members of the 
United Farm Workers. And their children—the children of farmworkers—had 
much higher risks of cancers and developmental disorders. 

According to the California Institute for Rural Studies, the typical 
farmworker in the U.S. is a young man who has left his family to work in 
the field. He usually spends between twelve and fourteen hours a day 
in the field, six days a week, and makes between $7,000 and $10,000 a 
year. The farmworker has no health insurance, no sick days, no vacation 
days, and certainly no union. More than 50 percent have never been to a 
dentist; about one third have never seen a doctor. Typically, farms provide 
housing for their workers to maximize the picking hours in a day. Workers 
can expect to pay about $50 a week to live in rundown shacks or trailers, 
sometimes with as many as fifteen other people. 

Farmworkers get all of this in exchange for picking the food we need, 
for working what I discovered was the third most dangerous job in the 

country. The odds of dying 
on the farm are 39 out of 
100,000. Farmworkers suffer 
the highest rate of toxic 
chemical injuries and skin 
disorders of any workers in 
the country, and are more 
than 25 percent more likely 
than the average American to 
develop asthma, birth defects, 
tuberculosis, and cancer. 

Children of migrant farmworkers have higher rates of pesticide exposure, 
dental disease, and malnutrition. This isn’t, I learned, only because they 
live in close proximity to the farm. It’s because the agricultural industry 
is exempt from the Fair Labor Standards Act’s child labor regulations. 
The minimum age to work legally in any other industry in this country is 
sixteen. On the farm, it’s twelve. 

The scope of this overwhelmed me, as I was forced to realize just how little I 
really knew about food. Even produce farms could be awful, abusive places. 
Perhaps the worst part of discovering how exploitative farms could be 
was having to face the fact that I’d learned more about animals than about 
people. In no abstract or uncertain terms, this meant the national dialogue 
about the food industry cared more about cattle than about human beings. 
I was staggered by disappointment—mostly at myself. How could I not have 
known this? How could it never have even occurred to me to look? 

FROM THE VEGETARIAN’S GUIDE TO EATING MEAT 
BY MARISSA LANDRIGAN

FArmworkers suffer 
the highest rate of toxic 
chemical injuries and  
skin disorders of any 
Workers in the country.
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young agrArians

YOUNG AGRARIANS IS A NETWORK for new and young ecological 
farmers. Our program works to facilitate farmer2farmer knowledge 

transfer, and reverse the national trend of the declining age of new farm 
operators 35 and younger in Canada. We are currently BC and Alberta 
focused on ongoing programming, and our network at the grassroots 
extends across Canada. Our main program pillars are: online outreach 
and engagement, educational events including workshops, farm tours and 
mixers, business mentorships, and land access. Young Agrarians is now the 
largest new farmer organization in BC. 

In 2016 we partnered up with the City of Surrey, in collaboration with 
Quebec’s Land Bank Program, L’Arterre, to offer a ‘land matching’ pilot 
in the Lower Mainland. This program connects new farmers ready to start 
farms with farmland owners.

WHY DOES YOUNG AGRARIANS MATTER? 
According to the most recent StatsCanada 2016 agricultural data, farmers 
are getting older—and younger. Farmers 55+ is the fastest growing age 
group, with the average national age of operators edging up from 54 in 
2011 to 55 in 2016. This trend parallels the general population. On the 
other hand, in 2016 we saw an increase in the number of farm operators 
under 35. This is the first time there has been an increase in farmers under 
35 since 1991 when the number of young farmers started a steep decline, 
falling from 77,910 in 1991 to 24,120 by 2011. As of 2016, 24,850, or 9.1%, 
of Canadian farmers are under 35, with 28% of those new farmers in BC. 
Young Agrarians represent!

New farmers have a number of barriers to overcome when they start farms. 
Land is expensive in Southern BC – prohibitively expensive. Capital can be 
challenging to access for those saddled with student debt and without equity 
or collateral to leverage. Recent research conducted in 2015 by the National 
New Farmers Coalition in partnership with the University of Manitoba, 
indicates that a whole two-thirds (68% of 1326 survey participants) of new 
farmers do not come from family farming backgrounds. 

This plays out in a number of ways. Gemma McNeil and Doug Zaklan of 
Zaklan Heritage Farm were lucky enough to have land from Doug’s family. 
But, as she points out, that’s only a first step. “Although we both had 
previous experience with farming, neither of us had the extensive business 
experience that is often overlooked when people get into farming.” 

She reflects that, “It’s easy to think, ‘Oh yeah, I’m going to grow some 
vegetables’ but the other side of actually running a business and making 
it profitable is forgotten. We’d done fairly well after our first season but 
realized after looking at all the numbers that, even though we set kind of 
realistic goals, it wasn’t quite enough to consider making a living on or 
growing our business.” Young Agrarians helped Gemma and Doug connect 
to a larger network of farmers that they could turn to for advice. “Other 
farmers are the most valuable resource you can have,” she says. The 
program also provided assistance and guidance in setting up their social 
media strategy. “It’s invaluable for connecting us to the public and to 
our customers but it also connects us to other farmers. There is so much 
information available via social media. We can learn from other farmers all 
over the world.”

While the community of Young Agrarians helped get them started, it was the 
Mentorship program that was truly transformative. Gemma reflects that the 
mentorship she got through Young Agrarians has bolstered their business 
and their confidence. “I think mentorship is really important because it’s 
always helpful to have a family on board. 
Sometimes you’re kind of “stuffing your own 
silo” – you don’t see other things. A mentor 
gives you a whole other perspective, to talk 
through things in a different way. Last Spring 
was really challenging so I sent our mentor 
a message saying ‘hey, I’m really struggling 
and I was wondering if we could have a pep 
talk’. We talked on the phone for about an 
hour and worked through some of the challenges we were experiencing. It 
helped us feel a lot less isolated. Having a bigger community out there that 
can provide support is huge and really helps us avoid costly mistakes.”

A new generation of young people have a number of reasons for getting 
into farming. Concern for the planet and climate change is a primary 
motivator for many new farmers. New farmers also want to be a part 
of supporting their local communities by providing access to fresh and 
ecologically grown foods. The best thing that people can do these days is 
to continue to get to know your local food producers, and help grow more 
interest in small-scale farms.

New farmers need your support! Help us grow the movement by getting 
involved. Young Agrarians facilitates community building and networking 
opportunities to grow networks focused around food production and 
ecological land stewardship. For more info visit youngagrarians.org.

BY SARA DENT

of the West

New farmers have  
a number of barriers 
to overcome When 
they start farms.
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To purchase tickets and learn more about these exciting prizes, visit

FarmFolkCityFolk.ca

OURWIN
WINDF A L L  

Chances are 1 in 550 (total 2200 tickets for sale) to win a grand prize.         
BC Gaming Event Licence #96964

Problem Gambling Help Line  
1-888-795-6111 
www.bcresponsiblegambling.ca

Know your limit,  
play within it.


